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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) is an infrastructure-less wireless network deployed in an increasing number of wireless sensors in an ad-hoc manner.
As the sensor nodes could be powered using batteries, the development of WSN
energy constraints is considered to be a key issue. In wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), wireless mobile chargers (MCs) conquer such issues mainly, energy
shortages. The proposed work is to produce an energy-efﬁcient recharge method
for Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Network (WRSN), which results in a longer
lifespan of the network by reducing charging delay and maintaining the residual
energy of the sensor. In this algorithm, each node gets sorted using the K-means
technique, in which the data gets distributed into various clusters. The mobile
charges execute a Short Hamiltonian cycle opposite direction to reach each cluster’s anchor point. The position of the anchor points is calculated based on the
energy distribution using the base station. In this case, the network will act as a
spare MC, so that one of the two MCs will run out of energy before reaching
the BS. After the current tours of the two MCs terminate, regression analysis
for energy prediction initiates, enabling the updating of anchor points in the
upcoming round. Based on the ﬁndings of the regression-based energy prediction
model, the recommended algorithm could effectively reﬁll network energy.
Keywords: WSNs; MCs; WRSN; K-means algorithm; shortest hamiltonian cycle;
regression analysis

1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are composed of networks of geographically distant and customized sensors
that monitor and capture environmental factors before sending the data to a central location. Data can be
gathered, evaluated, stored, and collected using WSNs. As a result, a wireless rechargeable sensor
network (WRSN), a WSN with battery recharging capacity, has evolved as one of the warm places in
ongoing WSN studies. Wireless chargers are required to power the sensors’ batteries in a WRSN [1,2]. It
is possible to charge with either a ﬁxed charger or an MC with a wireless charger. WSNs with wireless
chargers to recharge nodes can be called rechargeable sensor networks (WRSNs). WRSNs, by contrast to
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energy predicting technology, maintain networks operational also while controlling the charging process. As
a result, the lifespan of WRSNs is projected to be inﬁnite [3].
Angelopoulos et al. has suggested a set of energy-saving features of the new Wireless Rechargeable
Sensor Networks (WRSNs) paradigm, where a mobile charger travels through a WSN and distributes
power to sensor motes wirelessly. As the network evolves, the capacity to add power to the network will
likely enhance the power of the model; however, to fully utilize the potential beneﬁts and detect the
extent of future improvements, an analysis of alternative charging process conﬁgurations will be
necessary [4].
Angurala et al. (2020) had proposed energy collecting techniques and eventually discovered the most
efﬁcient approach for charging WSN nodes, which was communication load balance (CLB). The CLB
approach, which employs the concepts of charging and load balancing, aids in extending the lifetime of a
network. Then, by executing [5], several modulation techniques are examined.
Han et al. presented a mobile charging algorithm according to the WRSNs having imbalanced
clustering. A method for planning charging paths and a heterogeneous clustering strategy are provided to
reduce node mortality to the greatest extent possible. Furthermore, intra-cluster nodes are charged via
energy relay transmission technology [6].
Wei et al., to extend the network’s longevity and efﬁcacy, designed a multi-objective path planning
technique that maximizes the network’s estimated rest of the lifetime and data collection. We suggest a
multi-objective discrete ﬁreworks technique according to the grid for the issue model, which outperforms
existing techniques [7].
As part of our proposed algorithm, the mobile charger had inﬁnite power. MCs have yet to reach their
full potential. Data collection on mobile devices and wireless charging can take place simultaneously.
Accordingly, residual rechargeable energy consumption is based on the positioning anchor point for a
cluster-based sensor network. For this purpose, regression analysis is employed. In each cluster, the goal
of our approach is to ﬁnd the best anchor point.
Our contributions are given below:
 We proposed network architecture. The anchor point for such an MC to energy utilization and data
gathering is located on the cluster’s network.
 The main purpose of the K-means algorithm is to produce compacted clusters with cluster members
that are close to one another.
 When deciding which anchor locations to visit, we take into account the sensor’s available energy
levels as well as the MC’s travel tour length.
 Provide the MC with the shortest Hamiltonian cycle-based travel plan, and it will be able to collect the
data efﬁciently. We improve the long duration of the energy and data collection by using regression
analysis.
The paper is sorted out as per the following: Network architecture is shown in Section 2. The network
models are detailed in Section 3. The simulation results and analysis are performed in Section 4. The
conclusion is set in Section 5. As a ﬁnal point, the references are listed in Section 6.
2 Network Architecture
The following Tab. 1 shows the details of the network model that we explored in this section:
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Table 1: Notations and Meaning of network model
Notations

Meaning

S
N
V
E
BS
MC
K
Ns
E0

The set of sensors
Total number of sensors
Rechargeable nodes
The set of undirected edges
Base station
Mobile charger
Clusters
Sensor node
The initial energy of the node

A network design based on nodes that organize into clusters and transmit data to the cluster head via
multi-hops and time division is proposed. According to regression analysis, the network cluster has the
anchor point for the MC to recharge energy and gather data [8,9]. Before replacing its batteries, the MC
sends the data collected to the BS. An MC will contact the BS if it runs out of energy during the tour,
and another MC will be sent to complete the charging operation. G= (V, E). Fig. 1 shows the network
architecture.

Figure 1: Network architecture
3 Network Model
The network model and the different algorithms are explained as follows,
3.1 Charging Model
When in comparison to the charging period, the time spent by the MC moving from one sensor to the
next is regarded to be quite short. We estimate that the charging time for each sensor is the same regardless of
its battery status.
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Algorithm 1: Recharging essential for nodes
Input: Residual energy for the node (node ( i ), E)
Output: Charging Request is given to LC
1.

if (node iÞ: E < T2)

2.

least_energy ) least_energy+1

3.

charging_requests_to_LC ) charging_request_to_LC + 1

4.

end if

5.

if (least_energy ==1 && initial_charging_request = 0)

6.

initial_charging_request =)current_number _of_round

7.

end if

3.2 K-Means Clustering Algorithm
As part of data collection, the MC [10] contacts a minimal cluster to collect each piece of information
made in the network. Therefore, each cluster’s area must increase substantially to achieve complete coverage
with a limited number of clusters. As a result, the radius of each cluster should not exceed an MC’s charging
range. To partition nodes into groups, we used the K-means algorithm.
Algorithm 2: The k-means using ClusteringInput: X1, X2, X3…….X (n)
Output: split into K clusters
1. Select K random points as centers known as centroids
2. Calculate the distance between each centroid and allocate each X (i) to the nearest cluster.
3. To identify a new centroid, choose the average of the assigned locations.
The corresponding respective cluster greedily transfers data to the cluster head after identifying the
cluster head in a cluster. That is, a node selects the cluster head’s nearest neighbor as its upcoming hop
node. Fig. 2 Cluster generated by K-means algorithm.
3.3 Anchor Point Selection
Because the energy condition of each sensor in a wireless recharging sensor network varies at different
times, it is better to recharge as many sensors as possible with the least amount of energy to ensure the
sensor’s everlasting functionality [11–14]. Fig. 3 shows the anchor point selection. We evaluate the rest
of the energy levels of the sensor and the MC’s traveling tour length when calculating the sequence of
anchor locations to visit according to these observations. The examples are given below.
Algorithm 3: Algorithm for selection of Anchor point
Input: In a cell, sensor node nr is associated with matrix X
Output: Anchor point list A
Calculate the node amount for nodes I within k hops, and the least energy of nodes I within k hops.
Sort in descending order
Means energy serial number of node i and means nodes amount serial number.
Calculate and sort in increasing order, note down as Ns,
(Continued )
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Algorithm 3: (continued).

Initialization of node index i = 1, k = 1, j=|NS|.
While
Get the ith element in Ns and place to A;
For k from 1 to j
If Xik.>0, and set k as a descendant of i; End if
End for;
End while
Get the anchor point list A from above
While true
Calculate the smallest migration tour Ltsp through sensors in A
If, break;
Else Eliminate the anchors with the largest Wi from A; End if
End while

Figure 2: Cluster generated by K-means algorithm
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Figure 3: Anchor point selection
3.4 MC and Travel Path
The analysis takes place on a sensor network N that is dispersed over a two-dimensional area [15], which
is a situation that is quite common. Every sensor node is charged and has a maximum storage capacity of
Emax. Emin is also the lowest energy-consuming battery in a sensor node. Each sensor node I, I N
produces data at a rate of Ri (in bits per second). The primary connect node for all data acquired by the
sensor network is a ﬁxed base station (BS). MCs are used to charge batteries at each sensor node in the
network. The MC starts at a gas station and travels at a speed of V (in meters per second). Whenever it
reaches node I, it will use non-radiative energy, transfer to wirelessly charge the node’s battery. U is the
energy transfer rate of the MC. Vacation time (abbreviated as tvac) refers to this time of rest. The MC
starts at O (O S), visits and charges all nodes ni (ni S), and then returns to O for a given collection of
nodes S. Pk denotes the shortest Hamiltonian cycle’s trip path. Pk’s length is Dk, and the time it takes to
go that distance is tP = Dk/V. T is the length of an MC trip cycle, and tvac is MC’s vacation time in the
kth cycle.
T ¼ tP þ t k vac þ j 2 Fk tj ¼

Dk
þ t k vac þ j 2 Fk
V

(1)
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where jFk tj is the entire length of duration that MC is using non-radiative energy transfer to charge all nodes
in Fk.
Algorithm: MC and Travel path
1. Step 1: Assign the value of T as well as the number of the visiting set.
2. Initialize the pmax = max pi, pmin = min pi
3. Assign T = Emax−Emin 2⋅pmax and Tmax = Emax−Emin pmin
4. Assign r=log2 Tmax T
5. Step 2: The recharging period Ti is allocated and classify the set Sk
6. Describe the set S1, S2, …, Sr
7. for i = 1, 2, …, n do
8. a ← log2 (Emax−Emin pi⋅T − 1) + 1
9. i ∈ Sa, Ti = 2a−1 ⋅ T
10. end for
11. Step 3: Assign the contacting nodes and the path of travel while each cycle time of T
12. Fj and Pj are represented as the set of contacting nodes and the path of travel of MCV while jth cycle,
respectively.
13. for j = 1, 2, 2r−1 do
14. if j is odd, then
15. Fj = S1
16. else
17. Denote Fj as Fj = m ⋅ 2k (m is odd, k is a positive integer)
18. Fj = S1 ∪ S2… ∪ Sk+1
19. end if
20. Pj = Hamiltonian (Fj ∪ O)
21. for ∀ni ∈ Fj do
22. The node’s battery is charged ni to Emax
23. end for
3.5 Predicting Energy Consumption by Regression Analysis
The regression analysis in Fig. 4 determines the relationship among two variables. It tends to determine
what’s going on among two variables. Regression analysis aims to ﬁt a predicted model to a set of known y
and X variables. Since the value of X is given without the corresponding value of y, the model can be
expressed as:
y ¼ b0 þ b1 x1 þ . . . þ bp xp þ V

(2)

The model is expressed as follows if the regression is logarithmic.
y ¼ b0 þ b1 logðx1Þ þ . . . þ bp logðxpÞ þ V

(3)
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Figure 4: Regression analysis
The simple linear regression in given as,
y ¼ b0 þ b1 x þ V

(4)

The estimators 1 of 1 and 0 of 0 are generated by the following equations given a data set of n pairs (y1;
x1),…,(yn; xn):
P P
P
P
xi
y  n xiyi
ðxi  xÞðyi  yÞ
P
P
P
¼x¼
(5)
b1 ¼
ð xiÞ  n xi
ðx  xÞ2
P
P
yi  b1 ^
xi
^
b0 ¼
(6)
¼ y  b1 ^ x
n
Thus, the empirical mean of xi can be written as x ¼ 1n ∑in = 1xi and y = x ¼ 1n ∑in = 1yi is the empirical
mean of yi. It could be written as
y ¼ b0 þ b1 logðxÞ þ V
Algorithm: Regression algorithm
1) M represent the number of iterations,
2) i = 1 is taken as the initial iteration,
3) Ni represents the sensors in the ith iteration (N1 = 100),
4) Run simulation,
5) Evaluate the parameter Pi,
6) i = i + 1: the following iteration,
7) Ni = Ni + 100: the number of the sensors at the following iteration,
8) If (I, M) then go to 3),
9) The graph is drawn (Ni; Pi),
10) Evaluate the regression function P = f(N)
11) The function can then be used to estimate the value of P for any value of N.

(7)
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4 Simulation Results
Speciﬁcation table is in Tab. 2 and the comparison of residual energy of sensors while charging at cluster
head and at the anchor point and after the test are tabulated Tabs. 3 and 4 respectively.
Table 2: Speciﬁcation table
Parameter

value

Network size
Number of nodes
Maximum energy of nodes
Battery capability of MC
Charging rate
Moving speed of MC
Moving cost of MC50 J/m
Data packet size
Energy consumption of data sensing

200 m × 200 m
15–25
10000 J
2,000 Kj
22 W
7 m/s
50 J/m
130 bits
45 × 10-9J/b

Table 3: Comparison of residual energy of sensor while charging at cluster head and at anchor Point
NODE ID

RCCH

RCAP

17
23
28
31
35

1.6234
1.5397
1.6477
1.5795
1.6397

1.6266
1.546
1.65103
1.594535
1.64287

NODE ID

RCCH

RCAP

41
57
65
66
68
74
84
86
88
89

1.6587
1.6004
1.6318
1.6456
1.628
1.5704
1.608
1.6272
1.6137
1.6089

1.6961
1.6241
1.6241
1.65159
1.621
1.589
1.6453
1.6297
1.6229
1.62
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Table 4: Comparison of residual energy of sensors while charging at cluster head and at anchor point after
the test
NODE ID

RCCH

RCAP

3
5
6
8
11
15
18
20
25
26
27
29
33
36
41

1.7396
1.6058
1.7877
1.6702
1.7198
1.7103
1.7218
1.6648
1.6818
1.7683
1.5339
1.7604
1.6085
1.7597
1.7148

1.783
1.65907
1.7991
1.6806
1.7339
1.7463
1.7405
1.6838
1.7198
1.78754
1.5505
1.7883
1.6977
1.7734
1.73944

When an MC came to a halt near the cluster head and anchor point for charging, the leftover power of the
nodes in three clusters was presented in the following ﬁgure. The outcomes of the test were done in clusters 3,
6, and 11, denoted by the letters k = 1, k = 8, and k = 12, respectively. For that period, the MC was charged to
the anchor point and cluster head to assure the accuracy of the results. Furthermore, every cluster’s node had
the same remaining energy and the comparison of residual energy of sensor while powering at cluster head
and at anchor point is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Comparison of residual energy of sensor while powering at cluster head and at the anchor point
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From Fig. 6, It is clearly stated that the reported energy consumption is comparatively higher than the
real energy consumption and the values of k are also evaluated from Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Comparison of residual energy of sensors while charging at cluster head and at the anchor point
20
15
Reported Energy
Consumption

10

Real Energy
Consumption

5
0
k=13

k=2

k=18

k=6

Figure 7: The variations between the reported energy consumption and the real energy consumption
5 Conclusion
In this paper, the suggested work is to produce an energy-efﬁcient recharge method for WRSN, which
results in a longer duration of networks by reducing powering delay and maintaining the residual energy of
the sensor. Using the K-means technique, group the nodes into multiple clusters. The two MCs use a Shortest
Hamiltonian cycle in the opposite direction to reach the anchor point in every node. Anchor points are
calculated based on the energy distribution at the base station. If either of the two MCs runs out of
energy before reaching the BS. Regression analysis for energy prediction is assumed when the current
tour of the two MCs is completed, allowing the anchor sites to be revised in the next round. According to
the modeling results, the regression-based energy forecast model is extremely accurate, and the
recommended approach may efﬁciently reﬁll network energy. The Simulation results have shown that the
semi-Markov-based energy prediction model is highly accurate. The proposed algorithm can replenish
energy for the network efﬁciently.
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